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Abstract

Assuming existence of 12q-clusters (bo;-?) in imclsn «.•» d
:
;?--

cuss the- ptructure function» of <ieep inelastic s:at;pri.ng of

leptor.s on nuclei, l-'niversal momentum distribution of quirks ir

с multiquark. cluster is члеа with hi gii-ra omen turn coin^onpnt.

falling exponentially -ij'- . ̂  , .̂  '
 v
 '̂c- with

к i: 50-60 LleV/c. fhp admixture of 12q-clu.4ter ~>~ requires for

the description of SLAC data increases from 10$ for Ke to iCfi

for An. The A-dependence of "лГ agrees well with the A-dependen-

ce of cunulative particle .spectra.
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1» Introduction

European Xuon Collaboration (ШС) has observed the notice»

able deviation of the Pe and D structure functions from unity -
 J

This effect has been observed also in the electron L
2
'-a and neut-

rino beams17» <J. The results obtained cannot be explained in

terms of standard approaches thus inplying that the momentum dis-

tribution of quarks in nuclei differs frcm the analogous distri-

bution in the nucleon* Thle «as the reaaon for the aiC-effect

Гб-al

to induce a flow of theoretical papers (see e.g. review*
 L

and the papers quoted therein) •

In the number of paper* some extra 7F нвевопя!- -lor д, -

isobars'- -Were assumed to exist iti nuclei. These models *im at

the description of the SKC-eff ect mainly in tae small CC- region.

All of them is & more or less model independent way can be re-

formulated in term's of the see-quark increase in nuclei* Quit*

close to them are the nodels assuming that the properties of

the nucleon inside a nucleus change: the radius of The bound
I* "*

nucleon ia assumed tc ezceed that of the free on**-• » *J* In the

model L'-o the radius of the bound nucleon proves to be too large

exceeding that of the free nucleon by зсте 20£t while vhe mod#i-'*J

assuming small (s: 3-5S&) increase of the bound nuclccn diuensiuna

cannot provide the quantitative description ol the EUC-effact

(eeel'J), The other group of models differs Ъу the asoumptioa

that quarks in nuclei tunnel with noticeable probability eaong

the nucleons thus fencing 6q, 5q, i2q etc* clusters (or bags)

(seel-
 2

*i)e in This case the distortion of the nuclear structu-

re function is due to softening of quark distribution la bags



compared to nucleons, a possible explanation being e.g. the col-

lectivization of quarks in a larger volume. J&ffe
 L1
 ^«as the

first to give the qualitative explanation of the ШС-effect in

terms of multiquarJc (6q) bags* However» the specific model sugges-

ted in this paper is plagued by two important faults: the radius

of the 6q-bag proved to be extremely large (R(6q)/R(3q) ti 2) and

the significant (t: 6QS6) increase of the quark sea in a nucleus

was nacossary* Later on attempts were made in refa.
 u
 Ч»

2 0
" -Jto

give the quantitative explanation of the EMC-effect by admixing

6q-bags to the nuclear wave function» In these models the signi-

ficant increase of the sea is as a rule required, such increase

manifesting itself as an enhancement of either sea in the 6q-bag

itself L
2
°-

22
Jor of the pion field in nucleus ̂

11
J. The significant

enhancement of sea quarks in nucleus seems to contradict to the

available scarce data on the antineutrino scattering off nuclei

(*б«йапй aleo reviews»-
14
»'

15
-').

In re*e»[
17f19

Jthe EMC-effect «as related to the { i2O5S) ad-

mixture of aultiquark (mainly 12q) clusters in nuclei. In the

framework of this model the distribution of valence quarks was

related to a variety of data from quite different experiments:

the behaviour of formfactors at large momentum transfers Q, ,

Г251
preliminary data of the ВСШЗ collaboration I ion the structure

function of the С nucleus and to the yields of cumulative nuc-

leoni and pions* In the present paper we materialize the concepts

of our model
 L
 »

 7
Jto ^escribe the A-dependence of nuclear struo-

ture functione measured in the 3LAC experiment



The aodel with quark tunneling over the four-nucleon syatem

Г24П
was used also in ref.

 J
for the explanation ot the SiC-effect."

f2*i
However, the authors of ref•

L J
introduced the light-cone varia-

bles inconsistently combining them with the non-relativistic

ones (see^--*)• Besides the quark distribution used 1сЛ*-lis not

related to the results of other experiments. The admixture of

12q-clustera in our model equals to »z 1036 for the o^ -particle

to be compared to 5096 obtained in^*l*

In Sect«2 the quark wave function in multiquark cluster*

and the properties of valence and sea quark structure functions

are discussed» In Sect.3 the A-dependence of structure functions

is treated in detail* Sect.4 contains зове concluding remarks.

2* Quark distribution functions in multiouark cluster»

The quark momentum distributions in multiquark bags are die»

cussed usually either in the MIT bag model
L J

or in the framework

of the oscillator quark modelB (see e
#
g*>- 'J). Both of them are

rather rough approximations. Indeed, the real quark distribution

can differ from the predictions of the MIT bag model due to a

number of reaaona, e»g» smearing of bag boudariea, interaction

of quarks resulting in the radiation of glnons and quark-a&tiquark

pairs and incomplete suppression of vacuum fluctuations in the in»

terior of the bag*

As a first approximation we assume ̂- • ™ the quarks in a mul-

tiquark cluster embedded in the unclear natter to possess son*

equilibrium distribution. Such distribution, can be formed due to

the vacuum pressure on the cluster walls and also due to the in-

teractions of quarks with each other and with the walls (i.e.

with the nuclear phase surrounding the quark one). Provided the

number of quarks, quark-antiquark pairs and gluons in the finite
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volume of the cluster is large enough their momentum distributi-

on can toe described applying the statistical methods* Assuming

that quarks and antiquaries in the multiquark cluster behave them-

selves as a degenerate Fermi-gas we get

It should be emphasized that quark distribution in the multiquark

cluster embedded into the nuclear matter with the non-zero densi-

ty cannot correspond to the qround-state distribution with T = 0,

because the latter corresponds in turn to the decay of such clus-

ter into the eystem of non-interacting nucleona. The exact treat-

ment of such two-phase systems requires the methods of quantum

statistics to be applied (see e.g.'
28
J>.

With Ce>*"J\)">>'T Eq.'d) givtis exponentially falling dis-

tribution* Basing on this analogy we shall assume that the dis-

tribution of u- and d-quarka in the multiquarfc cluster has the

fora

«aieh will be shown below to be in agreement with the available

experimental datn (see*- ->>. However, in the clusters with the

non-zero iboajjin tLe u- and «1-quurk dl»tribution.4 can be diffe-

rent (nee- jand Sect.3).

Tbe normalization conotnnt К in Sq,(^) for the distribu-

tion of valence quarks is fixed by the condition

<*4.

and depends drastically on the behaviour of ^. • in tho к ̂  к

region where it ie far from being exponential (note that the in-

terpretation of experimental data at к £ к is much less relia-

ble because for such k's the quark distribution in the multiquark
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cluster is always observed on the background of the dominating

nucleon component)*

The parameter С for valence quarks is determined by the con-

servation of the baryon number. As for the sea quarks the norma-

lization of their structure function is fixed by the fraction of

cluster momentum taken away by these quarks In the infinite aomen-

tura frame (see below)*

To describe the wave function of the multlquark bag we use

the model of independent particles with the quantization on the

aero-plane x
+
 » (t + x

3
)/{2 - 0 (viz. e.g. refs.L

3 0
»

3 1
!). The

ware function af the cluster containing 3Bq quarks we take as a

product of one-particle wave functions. The one-particle wave

function in the momentum space after the angular condition being

set on *•*•* depends upon only one variable (here for simplicity we

assume all the quarks in the mnltiquark bag to be in the 3-wave

and omit the angular variables). We choose the Invariant mass

to be this variable*

It Is expedient to relate the momentum k. to the light-co-

ne rariables k
x
 and

where 2, is the fraction of cluster momentum taken «way by

the quark in the infinite momentum frame* Putheron we use the sta-

tic limit M(k) - mg • B j ^ . Then

where p is the transverse momentum of the cluster»

Let us introduce also the BJorken variable ЭС =• с,
2
- Д

 w
 л re-

lated to 3t by
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X « В.* (5)

where Б * i&g/% is *be cluster atomic weight. Then the interval

x > n in = 1,2, ...) corresponds to the region kinematically for-

bidden for scattering on the 3nq-cluster (the cumulative region

includes all values of x > 1).

The cluster structure function F
oT1
(x) per one nucleon is ex-

pressed in terms of quark momentum distribution as follows

(6)

Assuming that the quark distribution given by Bq.(i) holds valid

for all k. the structure function of valence quarks reads

«here

and the С„ constant follows from the normalization condition

rb

Jo

With a(x - x
o
) >>1 the structure function of valence quarks

пае the exponential fora

We stress that the distribution (8) corresponding to the "tail*

or quark distribution in the cluster at к "*>к
о
 (2) seems to be in

agreement with the available experimental data* As to the

a(x - x ) ̂  1 region there ie no theoretical guidance concerning

the form oX distribution and we are at liberty to consider Eq.(7)

ев e possible version of it.
 c

On» can evaluate parameter Ou using preliminary data of the

BCDHS collaboration*- ™on the
 1 2
C structure function in the

0.7 £ x £1.5 range* According to those data
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a = 8 - 10 (9)

Such value of cc- corresponds to the average momentum of masslese

quarks in the multiquark cluster equal to

k
Q
 = 50 - 60 MeV/c (9')

Parametrizing the Bucleon structure function la the

0.2 * x й 0*8 range as follows

P.^Cx) />* x.e"*
1
»* (10)

we obtain for the parameter a™ the value equal approximately to

one half of O_ •

It is instructive to estimate the dimensions of the 12q-clus-

ter under consideration. For the pure exponential form of the

querk momentum distribution Ф(к)^# е~*^* о we have <r > »

•
 1
/4k^ . For ex

Q
 = 2 (see Sect.3) < r

2
> = 0.16/k^ , i.e. < r %

 1
'

2

= 0.4/k = 1.3-1«5 йп« Such r.m.s. radius of the cluster is twice

as large as the nucleon one but somewhat smaller than the ĉ , -

particle dimensions.

Hypothesis concerning the smooth matching of structure func-

tions in Regge and scaling regions predicts the following thre-

shold behaviour of valence and sea structure functions for x -» 0

? <*) a ^ + b x ; pj

where a
Q
, b

Q
 and c

Q
 correspond to the contribution of Regge sin-

gularities with oUO) = У2, 0 and 1 respectively

Eq.(Y) describee the regiae when the coefficient a is small and

the contribution of branch point or fixed pole with ©UC) • 0

dominates (see^
2
J).

Poi- the structixre function of sea quarks we have ?|g (x) ->

-> const with x ->0. Having this in mind we shall parametrize .
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the structure function of sea quarks ae follows

For quarks and antiquarks in the cluster being in the statisti-

cal equilibrium it is natural to assume that a
g
 = a» Such as-

sumption made the normalization coefficient in (11} is determined

by ^ Х - Ъ - С ^ л - x j v i.e. average momentum taken by sea

quarks.

The quark counting rules determine the limiting behaviour

of the structure function at x -> ВI

idiere W is the total number of quarks in the cluster. We can

disregard this threshold behaviour since in structure functions

under consideration 3c, runs over the range lying far from the

x • В threshold.

It is worth noting aleo that the threshold condition z ̂  1

modifies the normalization O ) where the integrand should be mul

tiplied bv the factor Q ( \ - V *
v S c

- b \ . However, the ac-

count or this factor in the normalization condition is of no im-

portance tor multiquark clusters where

3» EMG-eifect and A-dependence or nuclear gtructure

functions

In the considered model of multiquark dusters in nuclei the

structure function of a nucleus having atomic weight A can be

presented as follows
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where P? and P? are the structure functions of the proton and
<ip cu

of the neutron respectively accounting for Fermi motion
}

and F
OTI
 (x) and w. are the structure function of the j-th cluster

i
 J

and its admixture respectively*

As it was noted above the quark distribution in the 6q-bag

12
differs significantly from that ot in the С nucleus. On the

other hand parameters Си for 9~ and 12-quark clusters obtained

from the description of formfactors agree fairly well with the

ВСШБ data"- -1. Description of tbe cumulative proton spectra in

the framework of the same model enabled us to conclude that* the

admixture of 12q~clustera essentially exceeds that of 6q or 9q

clusters &
7
« 4

lor a long time a number of theoretical arguments exists fa-

vouring the noticeable admixture of et -clusters in the nuclear

wave function, its. value being estim&ted by 15—25 or even more

percenta Csee^- i}» On the other hand the theoretical treatment

of colour-dlectric and. colotxrmagn
r
tic forces acting between

quarks shows that the T2q-configuration is the most energetical-

ly advantageous compared to other multiquark contigurations'

Taking this into consideration we shall for A > 4 neglect the ad-

mixture or alJ. aultiquark configurations but 12q-clusters» Zhan

the ration or structuie functions of A nucleus and the deuteroa.

reads

where PgH
 = Zfk

 *2p
 + K

^
A
 ^ i >••

 i e
 *

h e
 e^eixt»»* of 4h» 12q-

ciuster in the nucleus; ?^
B
(x) » ?^

B
(x) + ^

B
( x ) , F^(x) and
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d ) being determined by Bqs
#
 (7) and С11) respectively.

2
The ratio Ед is known to be independent of q within the

"M. The weak dependence of R. upon qexperimental errors t- -M* The weak dependence of R^ upon q in

2

a wide range of q one can understand using the operator expan-

sion^ J. Ihis result was also traced by solving the equations

of evolution for model structure functions Ь^Ч},

The EMC data on the ration of iron end deuteron structure

functions were described in the framework of our model in ref•

where however the corrections on Fermi motion were not taken

Into account. To describe the SLA.C dataL^iwe shall calculate

H. for q • 5 GeV% For Pgp and ?_ structure functions we shall

use the parametrization of ref.l^'J. Besides, as in геГ«Л-1*е

shall take * 2 n ^ " ^
1
 ~ O»

8
^)* У

2
_(х). It should be emphasized

that the procedure utilized in ref.L^ to calculate from the ex-

perimental data the structure function of the hypothetical iso-

scalar (H » Z) nuclei is applicable for w «= о only and is invalid

in our model. So using the relation 6 ^
s
 О ~°-2 "З^^р *е

have recalculated the data of ref.l̂ -J from hypothetical nuclei to

real onee»

We take the corrections on Fermi motion into account in the

following way (see

wher» 3 U * *
V
y ^ and J l t ^ C ^ ) ^ ^ - * . ?or the

' The statement of ref. I J that the convolution representation

(15) can be badly violated for the nucleon component seems to

be unjustified. The representation (15) Is in fact based on

the ease assumptions which result In the euccessfull descrip-

tion of the quaslelastic peak in the Cc, e'p) reactions on

nuclei.



momentum distribution of intranuclear nucleons a
A
(k) we use

the expression

[ e~V
k
c atk^k.

n.(k) - Ж < ^ (16)

at к > k
p

with к - 60 MeV. ТЪе rallies of Jt™ for various nsdeui were ta-

ken from ref.t-
39
!. Then <k

2
> proves to be equal to 1.27 ky

i.e. approximately one half of the corresponding value in the

model with high-momentum "tail" ̂  Vk* L-
3
™ and approximatelj twi-

ce as large as in the Fermi-step model„ Sote also that the model

illof n,(k) with the exponential tail was utilized earlier in ref

Our results for the description of the experimental data

of refe^according to Bq. (14) are shown in figs. 1a) - 1h). Let

us begin our consideration with the x > 0.3 region where the va-

lence quarks dominate. We take parameter Cb one and the same for

all H » Z nuclei (such approximation corresponds to the account

of the effective isoscalar 12q-eluster - see"- °J ). The good dee-

cription of data is obtained with a * 9 and ax « 2 . This ralne

of Ob agrees fairly well with the BOSKS data L
2 5
] on the

 1 2
C struc-

ture function (see Bq.(9)> in the x •£, 1 region. The admixture

"W of 12q-clusters increases from 10% for Tie nucleus to 30£

for iron. Such growth of "ЧГ can be related to larger probabili-

ty of four-nucleon correlations (and hence quark tunneling) due

to decrease of surface effects and some Increase of nuclear den-

sity.

Experimental data on Н
д
 at x » 0.62 «-^ shot, that for A gro-

wing from 27 to 56 the zrignitude of the effect practically does

not change implying in our rcodel the saturation of the 12q-clua-

ter admixture* Just the same A-dependence is observed in the

yields of cumulative particles which are also related in oar mo-

del with the contribution of multiauark clusters'- °J . So we take
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the value of "4 for Ag and Au nuclei the ваше as for £e the fur-

ther decrease of K. at z * 0*to2 being ascribed to softening

of quark distribution ±л non-isoscalar I2q-clusters in S ^ Z

nuclei (вегь
2
^)» Ihe latter effect «as shown in ref. ̂

2
'ito be

responsible for the experimentally observed nontrivial dependen-

ce of n/p and ЗГ /jf ratios upon the energy of the cumulative

particle* The contributions of different 12q-clusters in the

region we approximate by the contribution of an effective cluster*

The resulting increase of the slope parameter Co for the effec-

tive cluster (9*£ for Ag and 9.7 for Au) qualitatively agrees

with the results of ref Л 2 9
^ .

With tie obtained values of the parameters (a = 9, ax
Q
 = 2}

the average momentnai of valence quarks in the 12q-cluster proves

to be <*7>в " 0.41» The average quark momentum in the fzee nuc-

leon being aqual to <Xy")> g • 0*37, the average momentum of valen-

ce quarks ±n nulei equals to<Xy>g ~ 0.38*

We proceed now to the uonsideratjon of the z ̂  0*3 region

where the contribution coating from sea quarks is of importance*

Xhe structure function of see quarks we take in the form prescri-

bed by Eq.(Ji) with a
s
 •• a* According to CJHIS data L

44
J we take

< x . > . • 0*1.3* Й1« relative position of curves in figs. 1a) -

1n) shows the contribution of P |
B
( X ) . In the z < 0.3 region the

curve* labeled "valence + eea" lie somewhat higher than the ex-

perimental data of SLAC>- ̂ and for Pe are in better agreement with

the EMC data*"-i» Kote, however, that in this region one cannot

generally speaking conclude that for SLA.C data 6J^/Ъ^- ̂ x /^гЪ

Th« reason is that the u,^ a 6^/(3^. ratio entering in в ^

oan turn out to be non-negligible and thus should be taken into

«ooouat «nan extracting Pg^ from SIAC data on
 <
Sj^ *
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(Up to now it was Implicitely assumed that for data

^«A/^>3> - ^ZA/^ZX, )• Indeed, as it was ehov/n in ref J. -J

the SLA.C result L'-idoes not contradict to the hypothesis that P »

2 «

in the z <£ 0.3 region (the typical values of q for these exue-

rimental points are about 2 GsV^) increases with A sroTfing and

provided R л * 0,08.A'3
 at q

2
 = 2 GeV

2
 the ratio of the structure

functions йд(эО « Р
2Д
(х)/Р

2В
(х) calculated from 3IAC data for ?e

in the 0#1 £ x 4 0.3 region practically agrees with the EKC re-

sult L'J. Only in the x < 0.1 region where shadowing effects'- -*

should be taken into consideration our model does not reproduce

the SMC data for iron* It should be noted, however, that in whin

region BMC data disagree with the results of (anti)neutrino expe-

riisonts, ao the experimental situation remains unclear.

It ie interesting that in our model the antishadowing effect

OCJUTH in the 0,1 « r j 0,3 regicn. The possibility of thio effect

was pointed out for the first tine in re?• ̂ °Л f
rom
 ^he analysis

of sum rules following froD the momentum ccnservation. 7?b« nucxf:-

ar structure function in our model from the sum-rules poJjnt of

view is an example of antiohadowing of the combined distribution

of sea and valence quarks in the x < 0.3 region.

It is worth emphasizing that oui' result concerning the
admixture of 12q-cluster in He agrees fiirlv well with № e i*e-

ГГ<71
suit oi ref .

L
^'

J
wliGro approximately the sane admixture of 12q-'oag

(12-15%) proved to be necessary for the description of d3t& en

high-energy elastic p~ He scatteri;\g.

3o, in the framework of the considered model it ia роагхЪХе

to describe the ШС-sffect at x > 0.1 us a manifestation cf moi-e

soft quark distribution in a multiqua-лк ciuetor compared tc qu&r*k

distribution in the nucleon» At the aarae time although х'ач

x-dep<mdence of cluster and nucleoa structure functions dra^tisal-

ly differ from e&ch other the integral characteristics cf rtistri-
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buiicns controlled by some rules change insignificantly
o
 In par-

ticular, our model does *iot require any essential increase of

»
и̂
-
ч̂
»д.» «.^--^ —.. — ^„„.»^„- -w ..~—*„ ' " -I where ad-

Eizture of 6q-clusters is assumed. At x <. 0.1 shadowing

not taken into consideration in our model can be of importance.

The increase of Нд ratio at x > 0.7 is due to Pcrmi motion.

JJote that the A-dependence of Н
д
(х) was discussed also in the

framework of the "dynamical rescaling" model l-
4
^ in refs. L

1 8
»50J

Two critical commentн concerning this model are relevant. First

of all in the model basing on perturbative QCD the quantitative

description of the effect requires as a starting point for the
2

evolution equations too low values of q where the perturbation

theory falls. Prom this point of view such model of evolutiox

strongly contradicts to the models accounting for non-perturbati-

ve contributions (seeL-*-̂  this problem ia diacucicod also in

ref. I •'-'). Secondly, the result coming from the application of

the model to the nuclt-on structure function at moderate x 5i 0.2

L^*i) ccntrmiifcts to the rc-aultK following from QOD sum

Г52
1

L-
3
 J . Beuidon v<nen dincuauine the A-dcpondence of Кд(

х
) the

authors of rcfo.L »'^estimate the confinement radius in the

nucleus by means of the; probnblliatlc formula similar to Eq. (14)

which was uaed by ия for thu determination of nuclear structure

functions. In our opiiiio ; it is rcarsonable to u-je ouch probabilis-

tic estimates for ths ratio of the confinement volumes (not radii)

in bound and free nucleon. Then the predictions of model'- * -J

for the A-dependence of Кд(
х
) are expected to change.

The critical toot of various models is the behavjour of ^Л*)

at x > 1. In the models where 6q-bag is introduced the plateau

is expexted at x « 1 - 1.6. The R^ ratio should be constant and

equal to the ratio of probabilities of 6q-bag formation in the
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A nucleus and in the deuteron. Рог example R. in the model »- J

should bo equal to 2
O
 Slrailar regime is expected if two-nucleon

correlations dominate»-* .1. In our model the R» ratio ia by ?ю

means constant in the cumulative region growing rapidly in

the 1 < x < 2 interval

4. Conclusion

Hypothesis concerning admixture of multiquark clusters in

nuclei was shown in refs.
L
 '*'*» -̂*to provide a unified frame

for the description of q-dependence of light nuclei (He and

He) formfactors at large momentum transfers, EMC data on the

ratio of iron and deuteron structure functions and also of the

cumulative particle yields. The parameters in quark distribution

in cluster at к » к extracted from the experimental ,,»ta on the

formfactors and on deep inelastic scattering of leptons on

nuclei prove to be close. Here we have shown that using the same

parameters one can successfully describe SLAC data-in the

x > 0.3 region. The admixture of 12q-cluster in nuclei required

for such description increases from 10% in He to 30% in Au.

We stress that the A-dependence of "W agrees well with the A-

dependence of cumulative particle spectra.

The crucial teat of the considered model will be reliable

data on the structure functions of D, He, ̂ e , С nuclei and

more heavy ones (in particular, with И 4 Z) in. the cumulative re-

gion x > 1.

The authors are indebted to B.L.Ioffe, H.fl.Nikolaev, L.B.

Okun', Yu.A.Sirnonov, M.I.Strikman and K.A.Ter-Martyrosyan tor

vtiluuble discussions of the considered problems*
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Aog

>«<

о.9
:

Pig.1. Dependence of the ratio of structure functions R
A
(x) on

QC> . Curves labeled "valence + sea" and "valence" are

calculated according to Eq.d4) for ax = 2 with and

without taking into account ?
2
в ^ respectively:

a) *He (w=0.20); b)
 9
Be (0.20); c)

 1 2
C (0.20); d) Al ^0.25);

e) Ca (0.25); f) Pe (0.30); g) Ag (0.30); h) Au (0.30).

For all the curves but for Ag and Au a « 9, while a » 9.6

and 9»7 for Ag and Au respectively. In fig. f) (Pe) the

EMC data are also shown and in fig.d) (Al) the data of

.._-, for the ratio of vNe and "9 D cross sections

are plotted for comparison.
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